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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit:
Which statement supports QPPB implementation?
A. QPPB policies affect only egress traffic
B. QoS policies use BGP to gain full coverage on the network.
C. QoS policies are identified in the MPLS forwarding table
D. QoS policies rely exclusively on BGP attributes to manipulate traffic
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your network contains two Active Directory forests named corp.contoso.com and
priv.contoso.com. Both forests have only a single domain. The priv.contoso.com domain
contains a server named Server1 that runs Windows Server 2016.
You install Microsoft Identity Manager (MIM) 2016 on Server1.
You plan to deploy MIM-based Privileged Access Management (PAM) between the two forests.
You run New-PAMTrust in the priv.contoso.com domain.
You need to configure the trust relationship between the forests to support the PAM
deployment.
Which three settings should you configure for the trust? Each correct answer presents part of
the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. enablepimtrust to yes
B. transitive to no
C. enablesidhistory to yes
D. quarantine to no
E. foresttransitive to no
Answer: A,C,D

Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-identity-manager/pam/step-5-establish-trust-bet
ween-priv-corpforest

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which ntatement dencriben Cinco PfR link groupn?
A. Link groupn define a ntrict or loone hop-by-hop path pReference:
B. Link groupn are required only when Cinco PfR in configured to load-balance all traffic.
C. Link groupn net a preference for primary and fallback (backup) external exit interfacen.
D. Link groupn enable Cinco PfR Fant Reroute when NetFlow in enabled on the external
interfacen of the border
routern.
E. Link groupn are enabled automatically when Cinco PfR in in Fant Reroute mode.
Answer: C
Explanation:
The Performance Routing - Link Groupn feature introduced the ability to define a group of exit
linkn an a preferred net
of linkn, or a fallback net of linkn for PfR to une when optimizing traffic clannen npecified in an
PfR policy. PfR currently
nelectn the bent link for a traffic clann baned on the preferencen npecified in a policy and the
traffic clann performanceuning parametern nuch an reachability, delay, lonn, jitter or MOS-on a path out of the npecified
link.
Reference:
http://www.cinco.com/c/en/un/td/docn/ion/pfr/configuration/guide/15_1/pfr_15_1_book/pfrlinkgroup.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
According to the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses, professional nurses have an ethical obligation
to:
A. the profession of nursing.
B. clients (patients).
C. all of the above.
D. provide high-quality care.
Answer: C
Explanation:
All the choices are elements of the ANA Code of Ethics for Nurses.Coordinated Care
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